
Hybrid Bible Quiz              T&T Questions 

Introduction (read to the group) 
Each quizzer is provided a set of paddles to be used to communicate with their answer selections with their teams.  This is done by slightly lifting the tip of the 
paddle. Each team will choose ONE answer as their “final answer.”  When all possible answers have been read, I will say, “Select your answer.” Quizzers have five 
seconds to determine their answer selection. When the five seconds are up, I will call, “Paddles up.”  At this time, I will read the correct answer.  Paddles must 
remain up until scored.  You may lower your paddles when I say “Paddles down.”  We will submit the final responses to Multiply Ministries who will award each 
correct answer 10 points.  There is no penalty for incorrect responses.  If you are not sure of the answer, it is ok to make a guess. 

NOTES FOR THE QUIZ READER:  
The questions are to be read once.  Sometimes, a reader may stumble, or a distraction could happen that would warrant reading the question again.  This is left 
to your discretion.  Answers are in red.  After the scorekeepers recorded the answers, announce the correct answer. 

Multiple Choice Questions 

Question Choice A Choice B Choice C 

1. Give the term for the following definition: Greatness, 
praise & thanksgiving 

A - Worthy B - Glory  C - Honor 

2. Give the reference for the verse that begins "holy, holy, 
holy." 

A - Revelation 4:8b B - Revelation 4:11 C - Psalm 119:160 

3. Give the reference for the verse that tells us that God is 
rich in mercy. 

A - Psalm 90:2 B - Deuteronomy 32:4 C - Ephesians 2:4-5 

4. In Unit 1.5, we learn God is eternal. From this lesson, 
what do we learn that we have that God does not have? 

A - A beginning B - An end C - A body 

5. What is the definition for the term "approved?" A - Granted Permission B - Allowable C - Pleasing to God 

6. Give the reference for the verse that tells us that when 
we read and memorize God’s instructions, we are hiding 
His Word in our hearts. 

A - Psalm 119:105 B - Psalm 119:11 C - Psalm 119:60 

7. Give the reference for the verse that tells us God's Word 
is sharper than any two-edged or double-edged sword. 

A - Hebrews 4:12 B - 2 Timothy 2:15 C - Romans 15:4 

8. What is the term for the following definition: "Trusting 
God’s Word that what God promised, He will do"? 

A - Faith B - Hope C - Belief 

9. Give the term for the following definition: “set apart or 
made holy.” 

A - Worthy B - Righteous C - Sanctified 

10. Give the term for the following definition: “giving 
someone something that he or she doesn’t deserve.” 

A - Grace B - Mercy C - Hope 

ALTERNATE: In Unit 2.1, we memorized Psalm 119:160, 
complete the theme of this unit: The Bible is what? 

A - True and without error B - A religious book C - A collection of stories 



Introduction (read to the group) 
Quizzers work together as a team to provide a unified short answer response. Each quizzer will have their own dry-erase board and marker to discuss their 

answer with their team. Team Huddle answers are chosen and presented. 

I will read the question and then say “Huddle.” Quizzers may not begin to write until this direction is given.  Quizzers are given 20 seconds to complete their 

answers. I will give a 5 second warning prior to the conclusion of the 20 second duration.  I will say “select your answer.”  At this time, quizzers will show their 

answers to their team members and select one of the written answers. After 5 seconds, I will say “Show your answers.”  At this time, teams will show their 

answers to the recorder.  They will then be held up for all to see. We encourage teams to write large and legibly. Correct spelling is not required, provided the 

answer is understandable. Recognized or understood abbreviations are acceptable. We will submit the responses to Multiply Ministries who will assign 20 points 

to correct answers. Incorrect or incomplete answers lose 10 points. If you are unsure of your answer, you may leave your board blank. Blank boards are not 

penalized.  

Huddle Questions 

1. Give the term for the following definition: Made something out of nothing Created 

2. Give the term for the following definition: Strong and more powerful than anyone or anything Almighty 

3. What is the reference for the verse that tells us God is worth to receive glory, honor and power because He is the 
Creator? 

Revelation 4:11 

4. In Unit 2.4, where we memorized Romans 15:4, we learned that the people in the Bible are examples for us not 
because they were perfect, but because they had what? 

Faith in God 

5. Unit 2.3 tells us that the Bible should be studied carefully. Give the reference for the verse in that Unit. 2 Timothy 2:15 

6. What two things does Psalm 119:105 name in comparision to God's Word? Lamp & Light 

7. In Unit 2.2, we learn that the Bible was written to help us 
know God. Give the reference for the verse that contains the phrase "But these are written..." 

John 20:31 

8. Give the definition for the following term: Honor Respect 

9. Give the term for the following definition: "Perfect, without sin, and always right." Holy 

10. What name of God is given to Deuteronomy 32:4 because He is strong and does not change? The Rock 

ALTERNATE: In the lesson that tells us that God is eternal, what is the reference for the verse which tells us that He 
existed before the mountains were born or brought forth? 

Psalm 90:2 

 


